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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Gardner Bully combination beader/crimper is a tool to be used 

on the go. This hand cranked unit only weighs 16 lbs. and is highly 

portable. It is 100% American made and built to last.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Both the bead and crimp can be done in one set-up. You can choose 

between 1/4” or 1/8” bead and the maximum distance from bead 

center to the material edge is 1 ½”. Maximum crimp width is 1 ½” 

as well. Adjustable stops allow the user to set the bead distance and 

crimp width up to the maximum allowed. 

The Gardner Bully Combo is equipped with a benchtop mounting 

clamp that can accommodate thicknesses of ¾” to 3 ½” and is perfect 

for mounting to a pickup truck gate or a van bumper. 

This Gardner Bully beader/crimper can accommodate material 

thicknesses up to 0.030”.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
The Gardner Bully can be used in the field or used in the fabrication 

shop to manufacture several jacketing items in both aluminum and 

stainless steel. Precision fit gores, end caps, beveled reducers, tees 

and tank head peels are just a few of the practical applications for the 

Gardner Bully beader/crimper. 

When utilized in a shop, the Gardner Bully can be retrofitted with 

a motor, variable speed controller and foot pedal to speed up 

productivity without giving up safety. It is a favorite choice of field 

insulators due to its sturdy construction and portability.  
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MAXIMUM MATERIAL 
THICKNESS 0.030"

MAXIMUM CRIMP WIDTH 1 ½"

MAXIMUM DISTANCE 
OF CENTER BEAD TO 

MATERIAL EDGE
1 ½"

BEAD DIAMETERS 
AVAILABLE 1/8" SMALL OR  1/4" LARGE

MACHINE WEIGHT 16 lbs.

BENCH TOP MOUNTING 
THICKNESS RANGE ¾" to 3 ½" 
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